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The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) treatment of

nuclear small amplitude vibrations including particle-hole

continua is handled in terms of previously developed techniques

to treat single-particle resonances in a reaction theoretical

framework. A hierarchy of interpretable approximations is

derived and a simple working approximation is proposed which

involves a numerical effort no larger than that involved in

standard, discrete RPA calculations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The random phase approximation (RPA), in one or

another of its numerous guises, is the basic tool involved in

the microscopic description of nuclear collective excitations

which admit phenomenological characterization in terms of small

amplitude vibrations. Preeminent among these are the giant

resonances, involving a variety of multipolarities and degrees

of freedom (e.g. surface, density, spin, isospin). Excitation

energies place them typically above particle emmission thresholds,

requiring eventually a reaction theoretical framework for their

treatment. The inclusion of continuum effects in microscopic

structure calculations has in fact been implemented several

times, but always at the expense of considerable numerical

effort*1'2'.

This paper aims at exploring techniques which might

allow for reliable treatment of continuum effects in particle-

hole RPA type calculations at low cost. It is my purpose to

argue that, on the basis of previously developed tools to handle

single-particle resonances in complex nuclear reactions

(i.e., including direct, intermediate and compound processes),

reliable approximation schemes can be set up that reduce the

continuum RPA problem to the level of numerical complexity of

the more standard, discrete calculations. Following a general

formulation in section 2, these approximations are introduced
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and discussed in section 3. Simple examples to illustrate some

of the novel features in the calculations are treated in section

4» but a detailed numerical study of the approximations is

deferred to a latter publication.

The schemes developed here can be eventually brought

to bear on a much broader and richer description of reaction

processes involving excitation or formation of particle-hole

modes. Such a description, proposed by Kerman , allows in

particular for the treatment of spreading widths, compound

phenomena, fluctuation cross sections, etc. ~ . I will

however refrain from involvement with these more substantial

problems here, if cnly to bring enough emphasis on particularly

simple ways of handling the particle-hole continuum. Further

developments of the more general theory will be given elsewhere.

2. SCAr.gRIHG in PARTICLE-BOLE SPACE

I will assume throughout this paper that everything

which is of interest takes place within a restricted subspace,

consisting of particle-hole excitations» of the entire phase

space of the unclear system under consideration. Denoting as

JO) the normalized ground state, I accordingly write relevant

nuclear states |v) simply as
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(2

The 4» , •> are fermion field operators, and arguments and

integrations are supposed to include (implicitly) both space

and spin-isospin variables. The defined kets |rj r' ) are in

general not orthonorraal, but conveniently represent the

particle-hole subspace. The states |v) , or equivalently their

representatives u (rj r*) , are to obey the projected stationary

Schrodinger equation

( 2 2 )

H being the nuclear Hamiltonian.

The general problem defined by eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)

can be reduced to tne standard RPA level of description by

introducing further assumptions and approximations as follows.

First, assume that the ground state is annihilated by the

adjoint of the excitation operator appearing in eq. (2.1), i.e.

This assumption allows one to drop the (1 - |0) (Q\) projector

in eq. (2.1). Furthermore, set the energy scale so that
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H|0> = O

Eq. (2.2) can thus be rewritten as

(2.4)

The usual (continuum) RPA equations now emerge when the

ingredients of eq. (2.4) are evaluated in terras, of the Hartree

Fock ground state as an approximation. Since nucleons can be

promoted to states above nucleon-thresholds, eqs. (2.2) and

(2.4) constitute in fact a scattering problem involving in

general several coupled channels, and must therefore be

supplemented by a set of appropriate scattering boundary

conditions, such as e.g. an asymptotic plane (or Coulomb) wave

in a given channel c and outgoing (or incoraning) waves in

all channels. The corresponding solutions are then denoted as

Typical uses of these states are then as follows.

First, they can be used to construct the RPA approximation to

the particle-hole response function as
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)! w**
(2.5)

where the particle-hole transition amplitudes are given as

,2.6.

Second, one may treat within the same approximation

direct reaction processes of the type

+ I 0>
Í2.7Í

in which a particle-hole mode is directly excited by inelastic

scattering of some probe a (e.g. inelastic electron scattering)

and sequentially decays through one of the open channels c ,

leaving a residual state | f) , If then the inelastic scattering

process is dealt with in term of the Born approximation (possibly
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with appropriately distorted waves), the transition amplitude

(9)corresponding to (2.7) is

where M , is a one-body operator acting on |0) which

depends on the nature of the particular direct interaction which

has taken place. The assumptions made above on the structure of

the excited state jv) are certainly too stringent if a realistic

description of the sequential decay of collective excitations

based on particle-hole excitations is sought. As was noted,

this shortcomming can be eliminated by allowing for the

participation of other degrees of freedom in the reaction

theoretical formulation. This will not be pursued here.

3. FBSOHAHCB-aOLB STATBS PLUS BACKGROUND

Rather than tackling directly, once again, the

problem of finding solutions to eq. (2.4) in terms of some

technique or representation , I will in this section

first analyse the physics involved there in terms of a number

of coupled but distinct processes, in the expectation that

the relevant part of the particle-hole amplitude u<r-i *"2'
 f o r

eqs. (2.5) or (2.8) can be substantially circumscribed. The
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way to get hold of these processes is first to split the

particle-hole phase-space (spanned by the state vectors |v^r~>)

in two orthogonal parts according to

,r*)s 2, IV)«--if,rO +-

f
(3.1)

where R and p are orthogonal projection operators, so that,

in particular, p{ Ap) = 0 . The main content of the decaiposition

(3.1) then hinges on the specificiation of the discrete set of

state vectors |Au) spanning the R subspace. This is done as

follows.

Previous experience with the calculation of transition

amplitudes for complex nuclear reactions involving the participation

of single particle resonances has demonstrated that the latter

can be profitably analysed in terms of a normalized state, which

contains the essential behavior of the resonant wavefunction

inside the nucleus, coupled to a continuous spectrum of single

particle scattering eig«?nstates which will be referred to as

the background. These are scattering solutions of the one-body

Schrodinger equation projected onto the orthogonal subspace to

the selected normalized state ' . The energy dependence of

the corresponding phase-shifts is smooth, in the sense of

lacking the resonant behavior; and the amplitude of the
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associated radial wavefonctions in the internal region is

strongly red'̂ =ed. This at once suggests that, for the problem

at hand, the discrete states |Au) be chosen as the resonance-

hole states

«1*01 o>
( 3

where v (r) stands for a single-particle occupied state in

*0) and v,(r.) are normalized single-particle states cor-

responding to bound unoccupied single-particle states or to

states containing the essential Lenavior of the relevant single-

particle resonances inside the nucleus in rhe same sense as

above. With this choice, given the fact that relevant two-body

eatrix elements will necessarily contain hole states and will

therefore be sensitive to the behavior of u<rir2> inside the

nucleus, one «ay expect that contributions related to the p

component (see eq. (3.1)) be of Minor importance when evaluating

eqs, (2.5) or (2.8).

In order to streamline the notation I now rewrite

eq. (2.2) simply as

(3.3)

and, using |v> = R|v) + p| v> , cast it in the form of the

coupled equations
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(3.4)

For: al solutions of the second equation are

(3.5)

which, substituted back in the first equation, yield

The state jxc^ is a scattering solution of

with the subscript c denoting the incident channel. Since

eq. (3.6) involves the complex effective hamiltonian

c-nff

in the discrete resonance-hole subspace, the component R|v>

can be written in terms of the biorthoqonal set of states

|Rn> , |Rn> satisfying'12*
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as

K C £ <3.10)

which, together with eq. (3.5), completes the formal solution

of eq. (3.3).

The physical content of the various pieces of this

solution can now be analysed an follows. First, the background

continuum component lx_) corresponds in general to the

projected coupled channels problem (3.7). The channels cor-

respond to the various allowed hole states associated with an

unbound particle. That component will thus in general contain

all of the allowed hole states. To the extent that the unbound

particle dees not significantly leak into the nuclear volume,

the dominant hole will be the one associated with the incident

channel, and ignoring channel coupling may be useful as an

approximation (see fig. 1). The second term of aq. (3.5), on

the other hand, can be viewed as a virtual leakage to the

background continuum of the flux trapped in resonance-hole

subspace (cf. ref. (6)). This term contains, in particular, the

coupling H B between the resonance-hole space and thep«
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backqround continuum. As indicated in the various possible

contributions shown in fig. 2, this coupling takes place either

through a < dominant.} one-body ( 'moin LieJd") mechanism J or

through a particle-hole (two-body) interaction. Finally, the

interaction between the resonance-hole and the background

continuum subspaces also gives rise to the complex, energy

dependent effective interaction within the resonance-hole

subspactí appearing in the second terra on the right hand side of

eq. (3.8). This term can be analysed in terms of the several

contributions shown in fig 3, which involve diverse contributions

of one-body or two-body couplings, and elastic scattering or

channel coupling contributions within the p-space.

3.1. APPROXIMATION SCHEME

On the basis of the preceding analysis a simple

approximation to the evaluation of eqs. (2.5) or (2.8) suggests

itself, to which a number of corrections can furthermore be

devised and calculated if needed. For dafiniteness, I will

refer to eq. (2.5) in what follows.

The approximation consists, first, in neglecting

the background component (3.5) when evaluating the transition

amplitudes <0|*+(r2)\|>(r 1) j v > . This is based on the fact

that the amplitude associated with the background particle is

small inside the nucleus. Second, when obtaining the resonance"
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hole amplitudes |R > , |R_> (see eq. (3.10)), the first

contribution in fig. 3 should dominate, and constitutes the

minimal addition to the dynamical ingredients contained in the

H-y. term of eq. (3,8). This contribution, in fact, takes into

account the (one-body) coupling of *.he resonance to the back-

ground continuum, giving rise to the dominant contribution to

th? particle escape width.

It is perhaps worthwhile to enlarge somewhat on

this last point. The second term on the right of eq. (3.8)

admits the spectral representation

where the continuum eigenstates of H are delta-function

normalized in energy. This expression, which involves all the

contributions illustrated in fig. 3, can be splitt into a

hermitean part, given as the singular integral evaluated with

the principal value prescription at £ = E , and an anti-hermitean

delta-function part

-in I R.H|<(«><<(E)JHR..

Ignoring both channel coupling effects built into fx+) and

particle-hole interactions in H_ this expression reduces
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in fact to the single-particle escape width of the resonant

particle for the appropriate value of the energy E . This is

clearly an energy dependent quantity as usual in this approach,

but it is also such that its energy dependence is slow on the

energy scale of the width itself ~ . In this way, retaining

just the first contribution in fig. 3 anunounts to effectively

replacing real by complex particle-hole energies in the otherwise

discrete nuclear structure problem formulated in eqs. (3.9). The

imaginary parts are then just the single-particle resonance

escape widths.

in terms of the solutions of this problem the basic

approximation consists thus in writing

E - fen.

This contains the transition densities associated with the

complex states |R > weighted with (complex) pole amplitudes.

The matrix elements <&n|H|xc(E)> are themselves related to

the escape amplitudes of the complex nuclear structure

eigenstates. Within the adopted approximations, they involve

just the first contribution shown in fig. 2 and thus, given

the result of che structure calculation, reduce to linear

combinations of the various resonance-hole width amplitudes.

Finally, it is worth stressing that the techniques
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to actually evaluate the continuum amplitudes involved here have

been used before in different though related contexts. They

involve nothing but simple modifications of standard potential

scattering calculations for given partial waves and are reviewed

for completeness in the Appendix. Processes like those involved

in higher contributions shown in figs. 2 and 3 have also been

evaluated before, so that an actual check of their quantitative

importance is within reach. The nuclear structure problem, as

formulated in eq. (3.9), on the other hand» involves no more

than a complex extention of real, but already non-hermitean,

RPA calculations in a discrete particle-hole space.

4. COMPLEX PABTICLgCHlSiUmWH)-BQLS MODES

Restricting oneself to the basic approximation

discussed in section 3.1 implies having to solve the complex

eigenvalue problem of eq. (3.9), in which the complex, energy

dependent part of the effective hamiltonian ^rfBB (eq. (3.8))

is approximated by just the first contribution shown in fig. 3.

The further reduction of this problem to the standard RPA form

is straightforward. Since the relevant phase-space is discrete,

it is convenient to represent it in terms of tne discrete set

of states |Q0) defined as
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where 10) is the ground-state, and uhe a , a art1 ferraion

creation and annihilation operators associated wi i:h the relevant

bound or normalized resonance orbitais a . Thus (ci. eq. l2,lj)

2 R-'^l-(»)s(<-lí><0l)Bt'O> <4.2)

A similar expansion can of course be written Cor adjoint states

The subsequent steps are identical to those involved

in the reduction of eq. (2.2) to the form (2.4): require that

the ground-state |0) is annihilated by the adjoint B of the

excitation operator B defined in eq. (4.2); set the energy

scale so that H|0) «0 • This yields

(4.3,

which is to be evaluated by using the Hartree-Fock ground state

as an approximation to |Q> .

Appart from the complex, energy dependent part of

RR ' e q"RR ' e q" *4*3* c a n ^ c a s t into the usual RPA form

(4.4)
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where R stands for the column vector formed with the

components » ^ and
Y<»

(4.5)

and

Here p denotes the occupation number (1 or 0) associated with

the orbital a, € is the corresponding Hartree-Fock-like

single particle energy and the bracket is the antisymmetrized

two-body matrix element of the residual two-body force. To the

approximation proposed here, the remaining term of <?rRR just

adds energy dependent shifts and escape widths (for unbound

states) to the real single-particle energies €. . The structure

of eq. (4.4). and in particular the diagonal character of

eq. (4.6), remains therefore unchanged except for the now

complex (non-hermitean) nature of £ . Furthermore, the smooth

energy dependence which como» frmm coupling to the background

continuum <p-space) can be neglected within energy intervals of

the order of the widths, so that eq. (4.4) eventually amounts

to a standard, discrete RPA problem with complex single-particle

energies. Taking into account that the matrices G and
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commute (they are simultaneously diagonal), together with the

herniticity of 6 and M, the adjoint problem defining the

states R are solutions of

(4.8)

14,1 . SIMPLE ANALYTICAL EXAMPLES

Some salient features of the complex modes R ,

R are usefully illustrated in situations involving matrices

of small dimensionality, which allow in particular for simple

analytical solutions of eqs. (4.4) and (4.8). The simplest

case is that involving one single resonance-hole pair, for

which the RPA matrices are two by two matrices (fig. 4). Eq.

(4.4) becomes in this case

(£)• - <M

so that the complex eigenvalues are given as



x ± (4.9)

Appart from normali2ation the corresponding eigenvector;

B (4.10)

and

(4.11)

The adjoint proble», on the other hand, reads

ata

«rtiich leads to the coaplex-conjugate of eq. (4.9) and

(4.T2)

B
(4.13)

These eigenvectors explicitely satisfy the orthogonality

relations, eq. (3.9). As for normalization, one finds



which are in general complex quantities. This implies that the

normalization condition (3.9) constrains the relative phasing

of |R ) and the corresponding adjoint vectors |R ~ ) . In

order to make contact with the usual RPA results (real n),

write the adjoint vectors as *•

6 being given by eq. (4.5). Referring directly to the eigen-

vector components, one finds that, for real n ,

so that, in this case

The minus sign corresponds to the familiar "negative norm" of

the negative energy state, but can also be interpreted in terms

of the appropriate relative phasing of |R ) and of |R )

in this case.

Given the properly normalized and phased complex
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eigenstates it is straightforward to write the sought approxi-

mation e.g. to the response function, eq. (2.5), by using eqs.

(3.10) and (3.11). Note that, for the particular case in hand,

each of the two terms in eq. (2.5) will in turn contain four

terms as originated from a double sum over complex modes.

Furthermore, cross terms in this double sum will depend

crucially on the relative phasing of the adjoint pairs of states.

A second example which can be trivially worked out

is that which involves two particle (resonance)-hole states,

backward matrix elements being neglected, so that the RPA

reduces to the Tamm-Dancoff Approximation. In this case one

is led to a secular determinant of the form

= 0

with A. and A_ complex, in general. This leads to the

complex eigenvalues

and to the (non-normalized) eigenvectors
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The adjoint vectors can be likewise found as

r = i ; * * = . ± ^

Again orthogonality properties can be explicitely checked and

normalization implies correct relative phasing of adjoint pairs,

The limiting case otf real A- and A» is entirely transparent,

5. CONCLUSION

I have proposed an approach to the treatment of

small amplitude vibrations occurring above particle emission

thresholds in terms of the RPA which allows for a hierarchy

of meaningful1 approximations. The simplest approximation

involves a computational effort equivalent to that in a standard,

discrete RPA calculation. It can be checked not only by

comparing results with the more expensive calculations but also

internally, through the evaluation of corrections. Several of

the corrections which have been mentioned involve in fact also

a very modest numerical effort.

A detailed study of the approximations was excluded
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from the scope of this work, in which only simple, analytical

illustrations of the features of complex RPA modes, and their

implications for the structure of the approximate response

function, were touched upon.

Finally, the general reaction-theoretical framework

which served as starting point can be further explored, especially

in the sense of making explicit the contributions of higher

configurations.

I acknowledge a discussion with Arthur Kerman in

which, among fancier topics, he communicated to me his thoughts

on "more mundane subjects" such as projection techniques

leading to the RPA and BCS anproximations. One of these is

the basic technique involved in the present formulation.
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APPENDIX - CALCULATtOHS IBVOLVIBG THB PROJECTED BACKGHOUWP

COHTIHÜOH

This appendix summarizes, for completeness, some

us.^ul techniques for the numerical calculation of quantities

involving the projected background continuum. Por simplicity,

channel coupling effects will be ignored except for the remark

following eq. {A.6). In fact, much of the appeal of the present

formulation as a computational tool would be dissipated should

a full-fledged treatment of channel coupling prove essential.

The first problem to be discussed is the solution

(3 4)of eq. (3.7) ' . Here the projector p will be explicitely

implemented as

to
I

where the |u ) constitute an orthonormal set of single-particle

states spanning the resonance states. To the extent that

channel coupling is ignored, the hole state is passive and

eq. (3.7) is a one-body problem. Denoting as H the effective

one-body hamiltonian (kinetic energy plus mean one-body potential

eq. (3.7) reads

[£ . ( I . Zl UJXüj) H (1 -LlUHXttJ ) [ I Jt > T O
^ w- -1 ( A . I )
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with the subsidiary condition that |x) is in p-space, i.e.,

(U«|X) = 0 for all n. Thus eq. (A.I) reduces to
n

(A.2)

with «n = <un|H|x>. A formal solution of (A.2) (with outgoing

wave scattering boundary conditions for definiteness) is

where |XQ) is a solution of (A.2) with the on » 0 . Proip

(A.3) one gets

(A.4)

which shows that, for general a 's, the overlaps (u Jx ) are

linear functions of the *n*
s • The procedure to be followed in

order to obtain the correct |x ) is thus:

a) Solve eq. (A.2) setting all a = 0 to get

|XQ)« Porn overlaps of this with each lu > to get the A ,

eq. (A.4).
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b) Solve eq. (A.2) setting one of the on, • 1 (other

a 's set to zero). The overlaps with the |u > will now

determine the B , , eq. (A.4) .

nn

c) The appropriate a
n
t s # given as aR • (un|Hjx) ,

ore now solutions of the linear system

^ O . (A5)

The desiied function |x ) will be a linear combination of the

solutions obtained in step b) with the coefficients found

from (A.5).

This procedure is a straightforward extension to

many states |u ) of that programmed for a single resonance in

subroutine TABOO , which has been used in refs. (5) and (6).

It should be stressed that the solution of the inhomogeneous

one-body equation (A.2) is in no way more involved or time-

consuming than the solution of the corresponding homogeneous

equation; and also that the escape width amplitudes (u |H|x+)

are directly obtained as solutions of the linear system (A.5),

without any further numerical integrations. The corresponding

single-particle widths are just

2

(A.6)

where the states |x ) have been 6-function normalized in energy.
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With simple extension of this procedure it is also

possible to estimate amplitudes involving two-body coupling to

resonance-hole states (third contribution form the left in fig.

2) as well as to estimate channel coupling effects through the

evaluation of two-step contributions. In the former case the

equation to be solved is

(A.7)

where the B again are chosen to guarantee that | 0 l i es in

p-space, i . e . , (u |Ç) =0 , and the genuine source term |c) is

«Z.
where p' and h* stant» for the resonance and hole states

within R-space, h is the final hole state and v is the

(antisymmetrized) two-body potential. When eq. (A.7) is solved

with pure outgoing wave boundary conditions, it yields in fact

(cf. eq. (3.5)).

Likewise, two-step channel coupling amplitudes can

be estimated by solving again an inhomogeneous equation of the

form (A.7) in which the source term is obtained fro» the action of

the two-body force on a continuum-hole state (see second contribution, fig. 1)
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Fig, 1 - Particle hole scattering within the background subspace,

The first contribution involves elastic scattering of

the particle in the presence of a spectator hole, and

the second indicates channel coupling processes.

Fig. 2 - Virtual background space component emanating from the

resonance-hole component. The first two contributions

involve one-body coupling between resonance-hole and

background spaces, the last two involve two-body

coupling. The second and fourth contributions contain

channel coupling effects.

Fig. 3 - Contributions to the effective resonance-hole inter-

action, second ter» on the right hand side of eq. (3.8).

The middle part of each contribution involves one of

the possibilities of propagation in p-space, and

coupling to the resonance-hole space goes either

through one- or two-body processes. Symbols are as

in figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 4 - Simplest two-level system. The upper state is in the

continuum, so that €~ is complex.
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